 ﻧﻮﺑﺖ ﺻﺒﺢ91-92 ﺳﺆاﻻت ﻛﺎرﺷﻨﺎﺳﻲ ارﺷﺪ ﺑﻬﺪاﺷﺖ
 ﺳﻼﻣﺖ، ﺳﻢ ﺷﻨﺎﺳﻲ، ژﻧﺘﻴﻚ ﭘﺰﺷﻜﻲ، زﻳﺴﺖ ﻓﻨﺎوري ﭘﺰﺷﻜﻲ، ﺧﻮن ﺷﻨﺎﺳﻲ، ﺑﻴﻮﺷﻴﻤﻲ ﺑﺎﻟﻴﻨﻲ، اﻳﻤﻨﻲ ﺷﻨﺎﺳﻲ،)اﻧﮕﻞ ﺷﻨﺎﺳﻲ
 ﻣﻴﻜﺮوب ﺷﻨﺎﺳﻲ ﻣﻮاد، ﻣﻴﻜﺮوب ﺷﻨﺎﺳﻲ، ﻧﺎﻧﻮﺗﻜﻨﻮﻟﻮژي ﭘﺰﺷﻜﻲ، ﻣﻬﻨﺪﺳﻲ ﺑﻴﻤﺎرﺳﺘﺎن، ﻗﺎرچ ﺷﻨﺎﺳﻲ ﭘﺰﺷﻜﻲ، ﻓﻴﺰﻳﻮﻟﻮژي،ﺳﺎﻟﻤﻨﺪي
( وﻳﺮوس ﺷﻨﺎﺳﻲ ﭘﺰﺷﻜﻲ،ﻏﺬاﻳﻲ

Vocabulary
1. In a psychiatric ward, it is common to see an anxious patient squeezing her/his hands in
.................. as a sign of restlessness.
a. hilarity
b. tranquility
c. agitation
d. euphoria
2. Most addictive drugs cause serious .................... symptoms including physical pains, loss
of concentration, and short-temperedness when the user starts giving them up.
a. residual
b. survival
c. superficial
d. withdrawal
3. It is a natural reaction of eye pupils to ................. as darkness increases; they open up to
let in more light.
a. dilate
b. tighten
c. strengthen
d. constrict
4. The patient’s breathing difficulty was due to the ................... she felt in her chest as a
result of overeating.
a. constriction
b. distortion
c. deformation
d. contradiction
5. The nurse ................. denied the charge that the patient’s death was due to her
negligence. She was sure that she was not responsible for the problem.
a. intimately

b. superficially

c. hazardously

d. vigorously

6. Owing to the extremely complex psychological experiences, the attempt to ................ the
cost of psychological disorders such as depression is not easy.
a. circulate

b. alleviate

c. potentiate

d. replicate

7. The illness may unfortunately ...................... his ability to think and concentrate.
a. impair

b. reinforce

c. reveal

d. impart

8. One needs to exercise regularly to ..................... the harmful effects of sweet and fatty
foods.
a. counteract

b. permeate

c. exacerbate
1
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9. The manager’s encouragement gave fresh .................. to the employees to work more
efficiently.
a. insult

b. impetus

c. imprint

d. immersion

10. The president of the organization found it difficult to .................. the decision made by
the committee, so he rejected it.
a. neglect

b. justify

c. eradicate

d. degrade

11. The excess energy produced in the body after a period of eating heavy meals will be
................. unless exercise is done to use it up.
a. depleted

b. eliminated

c. conserved

d. declined

12. Herbal treatments, as the most popular form of complementary medicine, are highly
................ in the international marketplace; they bring in a lot of money.
a. profound

b. hazardous

c. lucrative

d. informative

13. Each person’s genetic code is ................... except in the case of identical twins.
a. vocal

b. eminent

c. equal

d. unique

14. The unexpected recognition of an answer to a visual puzzle stimulated by an external
factor is a(n) ................... .
a. interaction

b. insight

c. consequence

d. incidence

15. The new drug proved effective, and this will .................... the increase in unwanted
growth.
a. enhance

b. confirm

c. approve

d. reverse

Passage 1
Scientists believe that they have made a major breakthrough in fighting HIV-they have shown
what happens when an infection-fighting antibody attacks a gap in HIV’s considerable defenses.
Finding a vaccine against HIV has been very difficult because the proteins on the surface of the
virus are continually mutating, but they have shown an antibody, called b12, attacking a weak
spot of the virus where the protein is unstable. The virus is able to mutate rapidly to avoid
detection by the immune system, and is also covered in sugary molecules which block access by
antibodies. However certain parts of the virus must remain relatively unchanged so that it can
catch hold of and enter human cells. One protein that sticks out from the surface of the virus and
2
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binds to receptors on host cells is one such region, which makes it a target for vaccine
development.
Previous analyses of the blood of people that have been able to keep HIV from developing into
AIDS for long periods of time have revealed a rare group of antibodies - including b12 - that
seem to fight HIV with some degree of success. The latest study showed how the antibody and
the protein interact.
16. According to the passage, the potential weak point of HIV’s defense system is related to
its .................... .
a. cell receptors
avoidance

b. constant mutation

c. unaltered portions

d. detection

17. HIV takes advantage of ..................... to stay safe from the immune system.
a. defense gaps

b. cell receptors

c. rare antibodies

d. sugary molecules

18. According to the author, HIV’s defense system is ................... .
a. very complicated b. protein resistant
mutating

c. highly vulnerable

d. continually

19. Studies have shown that b12 attacks HIV on some of its ........................ .
a.
b.
c.
d.

access blocking proteins
highly mutating surface proteins
outermost proteins aiming at target cells
innermost proteins interacting with sugary molecules

20. If all HIV’s parts continually changed, it would be impossible for it to .................. .
a.
b.
c.
d.

hide from antibodies
grasp target cells in the body
block immune system’s access
prevent detection by the immune system

Passage 2
In the year ahead, the UK government is due to carry out the next Research Assessment Exercise
(RAE). The goal of this regular five-yearly check-up of the university sector is easy to
understand- perfection, of a kind, in public sector research. But perfection extracts a high price.
In the case of the RAE, one risk attach to this is the creation of a dictatorial management culture
that threatens the future of imaginative science.
3
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Academic institutions are already preparing for the RAE with some anxiety- understandably so,
as the financial consequences of the failure are severe. Departments with a current rating of four
or five must maintain their score or face a considerable loss of funding. Meanwhile, those with
ratings of two or three are fighting for their survival.
The pressure are forcing research management on to the defensive. Common strategies for
increasing academic output include grading individual researchers every year according to RAE
criteria, pressurizing them to publish anything regardless of quality, diverting funds from key
and expensive laboratory science into areas of study such as management, and even threatening
to close departments. Another strategy being readily adopted is to remove scientists who appear
to be less active in research and replace them with new, probably younger, staff.
21. It is said that Research Assessment Exercise ................... .
a.
b.
c.
d.

may lead to publication of low quality articles
will result in the unemployment of more younger staff
has succeeded in attaining its ultimate objectives
should be applied in its current form without any modification

22. The writer is excessively concerned about ................. in academic settings.
a.
b.
c.
d.

lack of sufficient research
easygoing attitudes adopted
tough RTA discipline implemented
high efficiency which might be achieved

23. The last paragraph deals mostly with ................. .
a.
b.
c.
d.

shortage academic institutions are suffering from
problems which may arise due to the application of RAE
the quality research management needs to meet RAE criteria
the strategies the individual researchers should adopt to achieve perfection

24. It is implied that the RAE criteria are ....................... .
a. easy to achieve

b. very rigid

c. well-defined

d. quite democratic

25. The author is apparently .................... the Research Assessment Exercise(RAE).
a. biased toward

b. indifferent to

c. in favor of

d. critical of

26. To achieve the perfection established by RAE, academic institutions ....................... .
a. require a large amount of money
b. might encounter some threats
4
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c. should carry out their work as before
d. have to undergo dramatic educational changes
Passage 3
A study on a handful of people with suspected mild Alzheimer’s disease (AD) suggest that a
device that sends continual electrical impulses to specific “memory” regions of the brain appears
to increase neuronal activity. Results of the study using deep brain stimulation, a therapy already
used in some patients with Parkinson’s disease and depression, may offer hope for at least some
with AD, an intractable disease with no cure.
AD is a progressive and lethal dementia that mostly strikes the elderly. It affects memory,
thinking and behavior. Estimates vary, but experts suggest that as many as 5.1 million Americans
may have AD. Smith says decades of research have yet to lead to clear understanding of its
causes or to successful treatments that stop progression.
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) requires surgical implantation of a brain pacemaker, which sends
electrical impulses to specific parts of the brain. For the study, surgeons implanted a tiny
electrode able to deliver a low-grade electrical pulse close to the fornix, a key nerve tract in brain
memory circuits.
27. Alzheimer’s disease ................ .
a.
b.
c.
d.

can be treated provided that it is mild
is expected to worsen in the course of time
has so far afflicted a handful of people
resembles the Parkinson altogether

28. As a treatment, deep stimulation of the brain .................... .
a.
b.
c.
d.

was initially used for Alzheimer’s sufferers
turned Alzheimer’s to a curable disease
was already practiced with certain other diseases
eradicated the brain’s negative natural activities

29. The treatment targeting Alzheimer’s so far .................... .
a.
b.
c.
d.

remains to be well settled
substitutes Parkinson’s remedy
is rather conclusive
is quite optimal

30. The researchers are ....................... .
a. far from understanding what underpines Alzheimer’s
5
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b. still looking for a device stimulating the brain
c. estimating the exact number of Alzheimer’s sufferers in the world
d. making progress toward what strikes the elderly
31. To stimulate the brain, surgeons .................... .
a.
b.
c.
d.

should distract the key nerve in the brain
send intensive impulses to the brain
should highlight the brain’s memory capacity
set the brain pacemaker near the fornix

Passage 4
Evolution of cells is closely linked to the evolution of life. Evolution of life probably preceded
by a chemical evolution. It seems that about 4 billion years ago conditions on earth favored the
formation of a few simple carbohydrates, amino acids and nitrogenous bases from the
atmospheric gases. The packaging of these compounds in a membrane resulted in the formation
of primitive cells. These cells somehow ‘learnt’ to oxidize their contents to release energy, and
replenished their contents from the surroundings. But gradual depletion of ready-made
compounds in the environment compelled the evolution of mechanisms to synthesize at least
carbohydrates from the atmospheric carbon dioxide. The crucial step which gave ‘life’ to these
chemical factories was the evolution of mechanisms for self-replication accompanied by
information transfer. Once the cell could divide, and pass on information so that products of the
division would also behave like the parent, the basic features of life had been achieved.
32. The passage aims at describing the ........................... .
a.
b.
c.
d.

origin of cell
history of evolution
evolution of organisms
events of four billion years ago

33. About 4 billion years ago, a chemical evolution ..................... the formation of cells.
a. resulted from

b. led to

c. was preceded by

d. followed from

34. A decrease in the combining elements of cells .................... the synthesis of
carbohydrates from ۱۽ in the atmosphere.
a. postponed

b. depleted

c. prompted

d. converted

35. Chemical factories(line 8) was mentioned to refer to the ..................... .
a. carbohydrates

b. amino acids

c. compounds
6
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36. The last sentence implies that life began ........................ .
a.
b.
c.
d.

when most cells achieved some common features
Once the cells were able to divide themselves
as cells learned to like parents
after cell division and information transfer occurred

Passage 5
A single genetic mutation seems to cause the abnormal facial features and other defects in the
heart, bone, blood and reproductive cells, which come along with Hamamy syndrome, a rare
disorder, whose exact cause was unknown until researchers pinpointed the genetic problem, in
their recent paper, that produces the disease to be a mutation in a single gene called IRX5.
The work lends new insights into common ailments such as heart disease, osteoporosis, blood
disorders and possibly sterility, “The findings provide a framework for understanding fascinating
evolutionary questions, such as why humans of different ethnicities have distinct facial features
and how these are embedded in our genome. IRX genes have been repeatedly co-opted during
evolution, and small variation in their activity could underlie fine alterations in the way we look,
or perhaps even drastic ones such as the traits seen in an elephant, whale, turtle or frog body
pattern,” Reversade said.
Rare genetic diseases, usually caused by mutations in a single gene, provide a unique opportunity
to better understand more common disease processes. These "natural" experiments are similar to
carefully controlled lab experiments in which the function of single genes are analyzed and often
give major insights into general health issues. “This discovery of the causative gene is a
significant finding that will catalyze research efforts into the role of the IRX gene family and
greatly increase our understanding of bone homeostasis, or gamete formation, and so forth.”
37. It is said that Hamamy syndrome is ................... throughout the world.
a. uncommon

b. incurable

c. contagious

d. prevalent

38. The discovery in question is said to open up new therapeutic solutions to .............. .
a.
b.
c.
d.

some rare and complicated types of cancer
a small number of patients worldwide
some diseases affecting millions of people
many afflicted with sexually transmitted diseases

39. IRX5 seems to be critical for development in the womb as well as for the ............ .
a. framework of understanding
b. evolution of different ethnicities
c. function of many organs in our adult body
7
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d. evolutionary questions embedded in genomes
40. In paragraph 3, the researches expect their findings contribute to a better
understanding of .................. .
a.
b.
c.
d.

infertility
brain stroke
mechanisms underlying diseases
any rare syndromes inflicting children of both sexes
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